ORDINANCE #13-17

MAKING VARIOUS CORRECTIONS THROUGHOUT
THE DE PERE MUNICIPAL CODE

THE COMMON COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF DE PERE, WISCONSIN, DO ORDAIN

AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. §8-19, Entry into waters of Fox River, is hereby repealed in its entirety.

Section 2. §13-6, Payment under public works contracts, is hereby repealed and recreated as follows:

As work progresses under any public works contract involving $1,000 or more, the city from time to time shall grant to the contractor an estimate of the amount and proportionate value of work done, withholding not more than 5% of the estimate until 50% of the work is completed. At and after 50% completion of the work, as determined by the Director of Public Works or authorized designee, and the Director determines that satisfactory progress is being made and all conditions complied with, the city may continue to retain additional amounts provided the total retainage is not more than 10% of the value of the work completed.

Section 3. §14-08(1), Fences, walls, hedges and tents, is hereby amended by deleting §142-22 and adding §8-22.

Section 4. §14-38(2)(l), R-1, Single Family Residence District, Conditional uses, is hereby repealed in its entirety and subsequent paragraphs re-lettered according.

Section 5. §14-59(9)(b)3), Planned Development District, Zoning application, is hereby amended by deleting the phrase “a fee of $200.00” from the introductory sentence and replacing the same with “as determined by resolution of the common council”.

Section 6. §22-5(c), Construction and repair of streets and sidewalks, Grade setting; permit fee, is hereby amended by deleting the phrase “$25.00” in the fourth sentence thereof and replacing the same with “as determined by resolution of the common council”.